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Lessons Learned

Implications for Policy
Engagement is Different

Funding Needs to Respect that Difference
Enrollment is Different

Funding Needs to Reflect that Difference
Respect and Understanding of Youth Culture is Critical

Involves Different Ways of Doing Business
Young Adults want a Job and a Place to Live

Housing and Employment
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High Incidents of Trauma

Build in Trauma Informed Care
High Perception of Opportunity

Service Delivery Process that Focuses on Hopes and Dreams
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Flexibility is Necessary

Build the Plane While Flying it
Community-Based and Easy Access

Super Wal-Mart is a Good Idea
Young Adults Do Not “Belong” to Any One System

Develop Relationships and Partnerships from the beginning
Planning Works

Keep the Planning Piece
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Input from Young Adults is Critical on All Levels

Find Funding for Statewide Involvement
Court Stakeholders from the Beginning

Establish Values that Acknowledge Each System
Administrative Commitment is Essential

Champions